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Free access ebook for the wedding (lairds' fiancées #2) by julie garwood it's a classic
plot: a marriage of convenience that lays the groundwork for true love. 1119. journeying
from england to scotland to wed a highlander, lady brenna had resigned herself to the
arranged match. but when a band of fierce, painted warriors captured her en route, she
fearlessly met their demand to marry their leader -- the quick-tempered laird connor
macalister. s it's a classic plot: a marriage of convenience that lays the groundwork for
true love. 1119. journeying from england to scotland to wed a highlander, lady brenna
had resigned herself to the arranged match. but when a band of fierce, painted warriors
captured her en route, she fearlessly met their demand to marry their leader -- the quicktempered laird connor macalister. she couldn't know that her capture was merely the
first act of vengeance against her betrothed, connor's sworn enemy. brenna harbored no
illusions that her husband was in love with her; after a hasty forest wedding, macalister
assured her she could return home once she had borne him a son. but she could not deny
that she had once proposed to macalister -- ten years ago, when she was just a child, and
the visitor to her father's castle charmed her with his dazzling, unexpected smile. now,
as she sets out to win the brave chieftain whom she has come to adore, a legacy of
revenge ensnares brenna in a furious clan war -- and only her faith in her gallant hero
can save her.... .more
Download: the-wedding-----lairds-fiances-2.pdf
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A WEDDING AT THE PARAGRAPH RANCH (THE PARAGRAPH
RANCH #2)
can she piece together a dream on a shoestring? as new owner of the falling-apart
family homestead in west texas, dee bennett is wrangling ways to earn a living,
mend fences with farm and family, and manifest her dreams as a writer—all while
nurturing the budding relationship with her beau, outdoorsy photographer max
miller. but when a drop-dead-gorgeous, high-powered hand can she piece together
a dream on a shoestring? as new owner of the falling-apart family homestead in
west texas, dee bennett is wrangling ways to earn a living, mend fences with farm
Readable/Downloadable
and family, and manifest her dreams as a writer—all while nurturing the budding
relationship with her beau, outdoorsy photographer max miller. but when a dropdead-gorgeous, high-powered handler for a candidate in a key statewide election
blows into claxton, rivalries bigger than politics and football develop. with stakes
running high on the campaign trail, as well as in publishing dreams and love lives,
a bennett family wedding must be attended to. and dr. dee, with the assistance of
her motley writing-group protégés, must search her soul and fend off a host of
challenges to live the life she just might learn to love.
www.facebook.com/theparagraphranch • www.paragraphranch.com ...more

AN IRISH COUNTRY WEDDING (IRISH COUNTRY #7)
an irish country wedding is another heart-warming addition to new york times
bestselling author patrick taylor's irish country series. love is in the air in the
colourful ulster village of ballybucklebo, where dr. fingal flahertie o'reilly has
finally proposed to the darling of his youth, kitty o'hallorhan. there's a wedding to
be planned, but before o'reilly can make it to an irish country wedding is another
heart-warming addition to new york times bestselling author patrick taylor's irish
country series. love is in the air in the colourful ulster village of ballybucklebo,
where dr. fingal flahertie o'reilly has finally proposed to the darling of his youth,
kitty o'hallorhan. there's a wedding to be planned, but before o'reilly can make it
to the altar, he and his young colleague, barry laverty, m.b., must deal with the
usual round of eccentric patients—and crises both large and small. being a g.p. in
a place like ballybucklebo often means more than simply splinting broken bones
and tending to aches and pains. it can also mean helping a struggling young
couple acquire their first home, clearing the name of a cat accused of preying on a
neighbor's prize pigeons, and encouraging a bright working-class girl who dreams
of someday becoming a doctor herself. and, if you're barry laverty, still smarting
from a painful breakup, there might even be a chance for a new romance with a
lovely school teacher, if her passionate political convictions don't get in the way.
much has changed in ballybucklebo, and bigger changes are in store, but the lives
and practices of these irish country doctors remain as captivating and irresistible
as ever. ...more
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HORRIBLE HARRY AND THE KICKBALL WEDDING (HORRIBLE
HARRY #5)
with valentine's day right around the corner, harry hatches one of his bright ideas.
he's going to stage a wedding to song lee!
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DEADPOOL, VOL 5: WEDDING OF DEADPOOL (DEADPOOL (MARVEL NOW!) VOL 5:
26-28)
the day you never dreamed would come has finally arrived: deadpool is getting married! but to
whom?! tune in to find out as deadpool and his mysterious bride tie the knot! and to celebrate this
magical occasion, we’ve rounded up every single writer who ever penned wade’s series to contribute
new stories! but when deadpool and his bride honeymoon in japan, will married life the day you
never dreamed would come has finally arrived: deadpool is getting married! but to whom?! tune in to
find out as deadpool and his mysterious bride tie the knot! and to celebrate this magical occasion,
Readable/Downloadable
we’ve rounded up every single writer who ever penned wade’s series to contribute new stories! but
when deadpool and his bride honeymoon in japan, will married life agree with our mouthy merc? or
will he start doing the “take my wife, please” joke all the time? plus: another deadpool flashback tale,
as wade travels to the 1950s to save nick fury from the menace of — time-traveling hitler! and
madcap teams up (sort of) with deadpool to answer the burning question. “whatever happened to the
white caption boxes?” featuring thor, daredevil, luke cage and more! collecting deadpool (2012) #2628 and deadpool annual (2013) #1. ...more
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THE WEDDING BOOK: THE BIG BOOK FOR YOUR BIG DAY
it's the wedding bible: the most complete, lively, handholding, step-by-step guide
to help every couple have a perfect wedding—no matter their budget, taste, or
personalities. celebrity wedding planner mindy weiss coverseverything:
announcing the engagement, and what to do when someone isn't happy about the
news; creating a budget; the pros and cons of destination weddings it's the
wedding bible: the most complete, lively, handholding, step-by-step guide to help
every couple have a perfect wedding—no matter their budget, taste, or
personalities. celebrity wedding planner mindy weiss covers everything:
Readable/Downloadable
announcing the engagement, and what to do when someone isn't happy about the
news; creating a budget; the pros and cons of destination weddings. drawing up
the guest list; planning the ceremony (and how to personalize your vows); menus
to inspire; contracts and wedding insurance. shopping for the dress, six great
hairstyles, tuxedo vs. dinner jacket, the etiquette of invitations. style tips for
flowers, the tabletop, linens; a cake that says "you"; the crucial "sixty days until i
do"; rehearsal dinner strategies; plus freezing the cake and preserving the bouquet.
today the average cost of a wedding is $25,000—at $22.95, the wedding book is
the smartest investment a bride-to-be could make. ...more

SPRINGWATER WEDDING (SPRINGWATER #7)
linda lael miller returns to an unforgettable montana town for a very special
occasion....springwater wedding once a frontier stagecoach stop, tiny springwater
has grown and changed and entered the twenty-first century. cattle rustlers may
still be stirring up trouble, but now they're high-tech operators in a modern world.
where stagecoaches once rolled along muddy roads, t linda lael miller returns to
an unforgettable montana town for a very special occasionspringwater wedding
once a frontier stagecoach stop, tiny springwater has grown and changed and
entered the twenty-first century. cattle rustlers may still be stirring up trouble, but
now they're high-tech operators in a modern world. where stagecoaches once
rolled along muddy roads, the internet is now the newest highway in town. but
heartbreak is still heartbreak and love still love, and springwater still boasts a rich
legacy of joy, sorrow, and second chances -- as two childhood sweethearts
discover when they rekindle a long-ago passion in the place they will always call
home. maggie mccaffrey left her fast-paced corporate job to take a chance on a
more rewarding -- but riskier -- business venture: turning the dilapidated
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springwater station into a bed-and-breakfast. but maggie didn't count on running
straight into j.t. wainwright, the hometown boy who stole her heart many years
before. a tough former new york city cop, j.t. survived a grave gunshot wound and
returned to springwater to find a better way of life. now, as deputy town marshal,
he's facing off with modern-day cattle thieves who are plaguing local ranchers.
stronger than ever, j.t. seems ready for anything -- except, of course, maggie. as
maggie's b&b begins to take root, a delightful new cast of springwater locals
passes through its doors. maggie's parents, kathleen and reece, are finding that
their forty-year marriage requires a little renegotiating now and then. cindy, a
teenage newlywed with a baby on the way, is learning about love and sacrifice for
the first time. and town marshal purvis digg is turning springwater upside down
by dating a woman he met on the internet. as always, linda lael miller enchants
readers with her portrayal of the complex tangle of life and love in a small town.
with her trademark sensuality and her a3/4air for wit, she once again brings
springwater to life -- this time, at the dawn of a new era. .more

A BEAUTIFUL WEDDING (BEAUTIFUL #2 5)
you know that abby abernathy unexpectedly became mrs. maddox. but what do
you really know? why did abby pop the question? what secrets were shared before
the ceremony? where did they spend their wedding night? who else knew about it
and didn’t tell? everything about abby and travis’s elopement was top-secret until
now. fans of beautiful disaster and walking disaster you know that abby abernathy
unexpectedly became mrs. maddox. but what do you really know? why did abby
Readable/Downloadable
pop the question? what secrets were shared before the ceremony? where did they
spend their wedding night? who else knew about it and didn’t tell? everything
about abby and travis’s elopement was top-secret until now. fans of beautiful
disaster and walking disaster will get all of their questions answered in this
whirlwind tale of the wedding day (and night!)—and as with all good stories, this
one will definitely have been worth the wait. ...more
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THE LITTLES HAVE A WEDDING (THE LITTLES #4)
the littles is a timeless favorite that's been enjoyed for decades. ready to grab the
attention of a new generation, fresh cover art brings an updated look to this classic
series. meet the littles, a family like any other but with a few tiny differences! they
live in the walls of the bigg family house where they get everything they need. in
return they make sure the bigg ho the littles is a timeless favorite that's been
enjoyed for decades. ready to grab the attention of a new generation, fresh cover
art brings an updated look to this classic series. meet the littles, a family like any
Readable/Downloadable
other but with a few tiny differences! they live in the walls of the bigg family
house where they get everything they need. in return they make sure the bigg
house is always in good repair. when dinky comes home from his latest adventure,
he's not alone. della came back with him and they're going to be married! but a
tiny person wedding takes a huge amount of preparation. the littles need to get
everything ready and travel to a neighboring house by the next day. will they be
ready in time? ...more

THREE GIRLS AND A WEDDING (THREE GIRLS #2)
jen campbell loves weddings. in fact, she loves them so much that she became an
event planner in the hopes that she would one day get the chance to help women
create the fairy tale day of their dreams...unfortunately, the only thing jen has
been allowed to plan so far are boring restaurant openings and children's birthday
parties. when jen’s big break finally comes, she rea jen campbell loves weddings.
in fact, she loves them so much that she became an event planner in the hopes that
she would one day get the chance to help women create the fairy tale day of their
Readable/Downloadable
dreams.unfortunately, the only thing jen has been allowed to plan so far are boring
restaurant openings and children's birthday parties. when jen’s big break finally
comes, she realizes that wedding planning is a heck of a lot more complicated
than picking out the perfect flowers and cake. add to the chaos a pair of fighting
friends, a totally pressuring mother, and a ridiculously gorgeous (but moody) best
man, and jen has her work cut out for her. in three girls and a wedding, jen
campbell will try to plan the perfect wedding and maybe—just maybe—create her
very own happily-ever-after. .more

ELOISE AT THE WEDDING (ELOISE)
ooooooo, eloise just loves weddings! and there's to be one at the plaza. but when
eloise takes a peek at the bride, little does she know the surprise that awaits her!
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HELLBOY ANIMATED VOLUME 1: THE BLACK WEDDING
(HELLBOY ANIMATED #1)
in the lead feature, "the black wedding," written by jim pascoe (kim possible,
buffy the vampire slayer) and drawn by rick lacy (venture brothers), liz sherman is
kidnapped by an ancient cult, dragging the entire bureau for paranormal research
and defense into a horrifying tale of witchcraft and possession. hellboy animated
co-creator tad stones and fabio laguna (x-men unl in the lead feature, "the black
Readable/Downloadable
wedding," written by jim pascoe (kim possible, buffy the vampire slayer) and
drawn by rick lacy (venture brothers), liz sherman is kidnapped by an ancient cult,
dragging the entire bureau for paranormal research and defense into a horrifying
tale of witchcraft and possession. hellboy animated co-creator tad stones and fabio
laguna (x-men unlimited) team up in "pyramid of death," in which radio hero
lobster johnson inspires a young hellboy to inflict some imaginary justice of his
own. ...more
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A MARCELLI WEDDING: THE MARCELLI BRIDE &AMP; THE
MARCELLI PRINCESS
together at last—two exquisitely sensual novels of the marcelli family of
california wine country where wedding bells are ringing and love is in the air! the
marcelli bride it takes one strong-hearted woman to make a rebel say “i do,” and
for handsome, headstrong former navy seal joe marcelli, that woman may just be
the commander in chief’s daughter! after a terrifyi together at last—two
exquisitely sensual novels of the marcelli family of california wine country where
wedding bells are ringing and love is in the air! the marcelli bride it takes one
strong-hearted woman to make a rebel say “i do,” and for handsome, headstrong
former navy seal joe marcelli, that woman may just be the commander in chief’s
daughter! after a terrifying kidnapping attempt, darcy jensen has been placed in
hiding at the marcelli winery, the family business that joe defiantly rejected to
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carve his own path. now working undercover, joe begrudgingly does his duty
“babysitting” the first daughter. but getting closer to this fearful, fiery beauty soon
proves to be the greatest pleasure he’s ever known. can joe protect darcy from
danger, when he’s falling dangerously in love? the marcelli princess mia marcelli
awakens to find a man in her bed—and nearly faints: four years ago, while
working undercover, diego, the love of her life and father of her unborn child,
perished before her eyes. now he’s come to the marcelli vineyard where mia is
raising an adorable son and offers a stunning confession: he was never diego, but
rafael, prince of calandria, and mia’s wary disbelief fades as their passion
reignites. she doesn’t know that he intends to give their boy a regal upbringing in
calandria—even if he must seduce mia into marriage. but as he falls for this
luscious beauty, the prince must choose between his royal duties—and the call of
his heart. ...more

SO THIS THEN IS YE RIME OF YE ANCIENT MARINER, WHEREIN IS
TOLD WHILOM ON A DAY AN ANCIENT SEA-FARING MAN
DETAINETH A WEDDING-GUEST AND TELLETH HIM A
GREWSOME TALE
the story of a nightmare voyage to the south pole told by the sole survivor, the
bright-eyed ancient mariner whose wanton killing of an albatross, a bird of good
omen, brought misfortune on the ship and all its crew.
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DARE TO RESIST (WEDDING DARE 0 5)
a sexy category romance from entangled's brazen imprint... trapped and tempted,
this battle of wills rages all night long… kady dresco and colton brooks click on a
level that defies logic. there are only two problems. one, he’s her older brother’s
irritating best friend, and two, they're bidding on the same military security
services contract. when the competition heats up, a sexy category romance from
entangled's brazen imprint. trapped and tempted, this battle of wills rages all night
long… kady dresco and colton brooks click on a level that defies logic. there are
only two problems. one, he’s her older brother’s irritating best friend, and two,
they're bidding on the same military security services contract. when the
Readable/Downloadable
competition heats up, colton is torn between wanting to strangle kady (and her
annoying brilliance) and kissing her into submission. which is a bad idea for a
million reasons, because kady’s submission is exactly what he craves. being
trapped in a tiny motel room with the object of his darkest fantasies will require
every ounce of his restraint. kady doesn’t want his restraint, but colton knows
better. she deserves love, marriage, and a white picket fence—three things colton
can’t give her. but her proximity and the memory of their steamy near-miss three
years ago slowly destroys his resolve. and he’s not sure how much longer he can
keep his hands off…or his heart closed. .more

KIT &AMP; IVY: A RED TEAM WEDDING NOVELLA (RED TEAM #3 5)
ex-spec ops solider kit bolanger tried hard to forget ivy banks, the only woman he ever loved. when his work
brought him back to his hometown, and he learned she was still single, he pursued her with a relentless focus. now,
in just a few weeks, they're set to lock things down permanently on their big day. with the wedding looming, ivy's
working tirelessly to create the per ex-spec ops solider kit bolanger tried hard to forget ivy banks, the only woman
he ever loved. when his work brought him back to his hometown, and he learned she was still single, he pursued her Readable/Downloadable
with a relentless focus. now, in just a few weeks, they're set to lock things down permanently on their big day. with
the wedding looming, ivy's working tirelessly to create the perfect menu and orchestrate their dream wedding.
however, kit has one last secret to reveal--and it might just be a deal breaker. will ivy see the truth behind kit's
actions? or will she call the whole thing off, this time for good? ages: 18 & up (story contains sex and profanity)
...more
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HOW TO ORGANIZE (JUST ABOUT) EVERYTHING: MORE THAN 500
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR EVERYTHING FROM
ORGANIZING YOUR CLOSETS TO PLANNING A WEDDING TO
CREATING A FLAWLESS FILING SYSTEM
professional organizer peter walsh presents this witty and enormously practical
guide to getting it -- and keeping it -- all together. with more than 500 easy-tofollow how-to instructions, how to organize (just about) everything is packed with
shrewd advice and insider tips to make your home, your workplace -- indeed,
every imaginable aspect of your life -- run more smoot professional organizer
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peter walsh presents this witty and enormously practical guide to getting it -- and
keeping it -- all together. with more than 500 easy-to-follow how-to instructions,
how to organize (just about) everything is packed with shrewd advice and insider
tips to make your home, your workplace -- indeed, every imaginable aspect of
your life -- run more smoothly. step-by-step solutions help even the most
organizationally challenged take on: kids schedules storage photos lists politics
education remodels meals weddings finances holidays parties vacations
emergencies ...more

COMPLETE NOVELS: THE HEART IS A LONELY HUNTER /
REFLECTIONS IN A GOLDEN EYE / THE BALLAD OF THE SAD CAFE
/ THE MEMBER OF THE WEDDING / CLOCK WITHOUT HANDS
when the heart is a lonely hunter was published in 1940, carson mccullers was
instantly recognized as one of the most promising writers of her generation. the
novels that followed established her as a master of southern gothic. "mccullers'
gift," writes joyce carol oates, "was to evoke, through an accumulation of images
and musically repeated phrases, the singularity of ex when the heart is a lonely
hunter was published in 1940, carson mccullers was instantly recognized as one of
the most promising writers of her generation. the novels that followed established
her as a master of southern gothic. "mccullers' gift," writes joyce carol oates, "was
to evoke, through an accumulation of images and musically repeated phrases, the
singularity of experience, not to pass judgment on it." mccullers effortlessly
conveyed the raw anguish of her characters and the weird beauty of their
Readable/Downloadable
perceptions. set in small georgia towns that are at once precisely observed and
mythically resonant, mccullers' novels explore the strange, sometimes grotesque
inner lives of characters who are often marginal and misunderstood. above all,
mccullers possessed an unmatched ability to capture the bewilderment and fragile
wonder of adolescence. in the heart is a lonely hunter, an enigmatic deaf-mute
draws out the haunted confessions of an itinerant worker, a young girl, a black
doctor, and the widowed owner of a small-town café. two shorter works,
reflections in a golden eye (1941) and the ballad of the sad café (1943), use
melodramatic scenarios and freakish characters to explore the disfiguring violence
of desire. the member of the wedding (1946), on which the play and film were
based, tells of a young girl's fascination with her brother's wedding and is perhaps
mccullers' most moving and accomplished novel. in clock without hands (1960),
the story of a terminally ill druggist, mccullers produces some of her most
forceful and indignant social criticism. edited by carlos dews. ...more

SILENT BITE: A SCANGUARDS WEDDING (SCANGUARDS
VAMPIRES #8 5)
newbie vampire oliver and ursula, the woman he saved from a blood brothel, are
finally tying the knot. but with ursula’s old fashioned chinese parents arriving in
town for the traditional wedding, chaos soon breaks out—with oliver always one
step away from accidentally revealing to his soon-to-be in-laws that he and his
extended scanguards family are vampires. and midst all newbie vampire oliver
and ursula, the woman he saved from a blood brothel, are finally tying the knot.
but with ursula’s old fashioned chinese parents arriving in town for the traditional
wedding, chaos soon breaks out—with oliver always one step away from
accidentally revealing to his soon-to-be in-laws that he and his extended
scanguards family are vampires. and midst all the chaos and confusion, a stalker
lurks and threatens to tear ursula and oliver apart before they can blood-bond.
...more
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THE WEDDING OF ANTANASIA JESSICA PACKWOOD AND LUCIUS
VALERIU VLADESCU (JESSICA #1 5)
the on-line story about jessica's and lucius' wedding. read it for free from the
author website.
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CHRISTMAS BY CANDLELIGHT: WICKED PLEASURES / A
CHRISTMAS WEDDING WAGER
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